
Personal information

Born Oli White

Oli White

January 26, 1995 

England

Nationality British

Residence London, United Kingdom

Occupation YouTuber, vlogger

YouTube information

Channel 

name

TheOliWhiteTV

Years active 2012-present

Genre Comedy

Subscribers 1.7 mil (main), 604,568 (vlogs), 

265,162 (games) (October 2015)

Total views 105.9 mil (main), 34.4 mil (vlogs) 

11.9 mil (games) (October 2015)

Associated 

acts
Joe Sugg

Caspar Lee

Zoe Sugg

Oli White
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Oli White (born January 26, 1995[1]) is a British YouTuber 

who is known for his YouTube channels Oli White, 

OliWhiteVlogs, and OliWhiteGames.
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Personal Life

White is the older brother of James White, who was adopted 

into the White family in 2004[2] when White was nine years 

old. He now lives in London, five minutes away from his 

fellow YouTuber friends, Joe Sugg and Caspar Lee.

Career

On the 21st of September in the year 2012[3], Oli White was 

offered a job with Guinness World Records where traveled to 

the places all over the world and met the people who earned 

their places in Guinness World Records history.[4]

White set the record for the fastest time to eat a jam filled 

donut.[5] His time was recorded as 33 seconds. This record 

was made on the set of Guinness World Records: OMG! in 

London, 25th October 2012[6].

At this point after he returned from the trip, he reached 

100,000 subscribers.[7]

In February 2015, the Novel Entertainment produced an eight 

episode TV program called CINEMANIACS where young 

film fans around the ages of 6-12 look at different aspects of movies[8][9]. Oli White presented this show at 20 

years old. According to Lucinda Whiteley who is executive producer of CINEMANIACS and co-founder of 

Novel Entertainment, “Oli is a fantastic example of someone who has taken film production in to his own hands 

– building a loyal following and a thriving career from his YouTube channel. We hope he will help to inspire 

and empower a new wave of young filmmaking enthusiasts to do the same through the CINEMANIACS 

series.”[10]

Oli White was hired by McDonalds, along with fellow YouTuber, Gabriella Lindley, to host a weekly show that 
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and empower a new wave of young filmmaking enthusiasts to do the same through the CINEMANIACS 

series.”[10]

Oli White was hired by McDonalds, along with fellow YouTuber, Gabriella Lindley, to host a weekly show that 

will be focused on attracting the attention of younger people.[11] Lindley and White hosted Channel US which 

is a program that gives young artists and other creative minds 72 hours to complete a specific challenge.[12]

White created a video blog[13] showing a behind-the-scenes look at one of the challenges, called “72-hours to 

become a music producer”[14]. The vlog post was published on October 9th, 2015, the same day the episode for 

Channel Us was published on the same subject[15]. The final song can be found on YouTube, at the channel for 

Channel Us.[16]

White has starred in other shows, including Mega Awesome Super Hacks on Disney XD UK which also feature 

Jimmy Hill and Mawaan Rizwan. In this show, they proceed to show audiences "the most incredible hacks for 

the most epic situations". The show is focused on a more younger audience.[17]

See also
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